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Abstract

In the active sound control problem a quite arbitrary bounded domain is shielded

from noise generated outside by implementing secondary sound sources on the

perimeter. The sound generated by interior sources, also known as desired sound, is

supposed to be protected inside the shielded domain. If the desired sound is present,

it is required to remain it unaffected by the control. This problem becomes much

more complicated since the secondary sources have a reverse effect on the input data.

In the current paper, a novel potential-based algorithm for active sound control is

applied to attenuate noise with the preservation of desired sound. The uniqueness

of this algorithm is that it realizes an active sound control via the utilization of

surface potentials which have a projection property. The algorithm automatically

removes the contribution of controls and desired sound from the total input field

to be measured. The applicability of the algorithm is demonstrated via a series of

numerical experiments. In addition, some factors such as the effect of the number

of controls and sensors are also discussed.
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projectors; desired sound.

1 Introduction

The active sound control (ASC) has proved to be an efficient method to at-

tenuate noise. With public awareness about the environmental noise hazard

rising, demands increase towards intensive research on noise control, which re-

sults in rapid development of ASC in the last fifty years. In the ACS problems,

it is usually assumed that a bounded domain is shielded from the noise gen-

erated outside. The noise attenuation is realized by implementing secondary

sound sources, also known as controls, on the perimeter of a domain to be

shielded. The Huygens principle is the basic foundation of the ASC. Based on

the Huygens principle, anti-noise can be generated by controls situated on a

boundary surface around the protected domain. In practical applications, the

ASC is well suited for low frequency noise but not efficient for the attenua-

tion of high-frequencies due to the space and time limitations on the control

system. In contrast to ASC, the passive control exploiting some purely me-

chanical manners is mostly applicable for high frequency noise attenuation.

These two approaches are often combined to shield an area from a broadband

noise.

The existence of desired sound is usually not presumed in the ASC problem

[1]. The preservation of an interior component makes the ACS problem much

more complicated since it should ideally leave the desired field unaffected by

the controls. Malyuzhinets [2] was the first who analyzed the ASC problem for

the case when the interior component is present. In that paper the problem

formulation was based on the Helmholtz equation under the assumption of
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knowledge of total acoustic field from only the primary sources.

A potential-based approach was developed to attenuate noise with the preser-

vation of desired sound in a number of publications. Different problem for-

mulations were considered for a time-harmonic acoustic field in [3, 4, 6? ].

Afterwards, the method was extended to analyze the ASC problem in com-

posite domains (see, e.g., [7–9] ). For the first time, the nonlinear potentials

were implemented to solve a nonlinear statement of the problem in [10]. An un-

steady formulation of the problem was considered in [11]. A number of physical

and numerical experiments were conducted to implement the potential-based

ASC approach in [12–16].

In all these papers mentioned above, the total field from the primary sources

is supposed to be available nearby the perimeter of the the protected region.

This leads to a local control since the operation of each control is independent.

However, practically it is impossible to measure the primary field since in real

time the total field is affected by the controls via a reverse effect [17]. This

happens because the desired acoustic sound is doubled outside the protected

domain [18]. Thus, the controls can affect the input data. There have been

some attempts to overcome this problem with the use of different techniques

such as directional measurements and surface integral control [19–21]. Based

on these techniques, a different level of success was achieved [22–24].

A novel method is proposed to cope with the reverse effect of controls in

[25–27]. The input data are supposed to be measured on the external side

of a boundary surface around the shielded domain. As such, the input data

contain not only the primary field but also the secondary field. The controls

are generated via the calculation of the Calderon surface potentials which
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are projectors. Therefore, the controls become non-local since their operation

depends on the total acoustic field over the entire closed surface. As a result,

the algorithm can effectively remove the contribution of the interior sound

including secondary field from the entire input field. Thus, the potential-based

ASC method is capable of automatically distinguishing the contribution of

noise from the total acoustic field at the perimeter.

In the current paper, we carry out numerical experiments of the ASC based

on the algorithm proposed in [25–27] to study its properties. The paper is

organized as follows. A mathematical formulation of the ASC problem is in-

troduced in the next section. The implementation of the potential-based al-

gorithm is described in Section 3. Finally, numerical results are presented and

discussed in Section 4 which is followed by the Conclusion.

2 General statement of the ASC problem

Let us consider some domain D0 : D0 ⊆ R3 , a shielded subdomain D+ : D+ ⊂

D0 with boundary Γ and domain D− : = D0 \ D+ where noise sources are

situated.

Next, consider the problem in the frequency domain. Assume the acoustic field

in domain D0 is described by the following linear boundary value problem

(BVP):

4p+ k2p = f, (1)

p ∈ ΞD0 , (2)

where p is the total acoustic field; k is the wave number; f corresponds to the
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Fig. 1. Domain sketch

acoustic sources; ΞD0 is a functional space such that the solution of BVP (1)

and (2) is unique.

The sound sources f consist of noise sources f− and desired sound sources

f+ :

f = f+ + f−, (3)

supp f+ ⊂ D+,

supp f− ⊂ D−.

In turn, the total acoustic field p consists of desired sound p+ and noise p−:

p = p+ + p−. (4)

In the problem, noise p− is attenuated inside the protected domain D+ while

the desired field p+ is preserved. The active control presumes the implemen-
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tation of secondary sound sources G on boundary surface Γ. Then, the formu-

lation of the problem is reduced to the following inverse source problem:

4pc + k2pc = f +G (5)

suppG ⊂ D0\D+,

G ∈ ΞD0 .

It is required to find G such that in D+ : pc = p+.

3 Implementation of ASC algorithm

3.1 Local control

First, consider a local control. Assume that the total primary field pΓ is known

at the perimeter Γ. Then, control G is given (see e.g. [11], [25]) :

G(Γ) = δ(Γ)
∂pΓ

∂n
+ pΓ

∂δ(Γ)

∂n
, (6)

where n corresponds to the outward unit normal to the boundary surface Γ;

δ(Γ) is the surface delta-function associated with the boundary surface Γ.

In this case, the control is local since the action of the control at each point

of Γ is independent. Then, it generates anti-noise −p− to attenuate noise p−.

However, the control generates not only anti-noise −p− inside the protected

domain D+ but also a field outside, which is equal to desired sound p+ [11].

Therefore, it doubles the desired sound outside the protected region.

Thus, if the control operates, then the primary field pΓ becomes unavail-

able from measurements. In order to overcome this reverse effect, a nonlocal
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potential-based ASC method is introduced in the next section.

3.2 Nonlocal control

In the potential-based algorithm we can take into account the reverse effect

of controls in the ASC. According to [25], suppose that the input data pcΓ0

is measured on a surface Γ0 situated in D− (see Figure 2). In contrast to the

approach described in the previous section, we consider the total field pcΓ0

from the primary and secondary sources available at the external surface Γ0.

Then, we obtain :

p−e|Γ(x) =
∫

Γ0

(Gr(x | y)
∂pc|Γ0(y)

∂n0

− ∂Gr(x | y)

∂n0

pc|Γ0(y))dσ, (7)

x ∈ Γ,y ∈ Γ0

where n0 corresponds to the outward unit normal to the external surface

Γ0; Gr is Green’s function; x is an observation point. Due to the projection

property of the potential, p−e = p−.

Then, the local control (6) described in the previous section can be realized

on Γ to attenuate noise. It is to be noted control (6), (7) is non-local since

its operation depends on the acoustic field over the entire closed surface Γ0.

As can be seen, noise can be automatically extracted from the field pc|Γ0 at

the external surface Γ0. In other words, this overcomes the reverse effect of

controls since the contribution of desired sound and controls is removed from

the total field.

Following to [25], the nonlocal control (6), (7) can be approximated by a set
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Fig. 2. Sketch of nonlocal control

of discrete sensors and controls.

Consider a discrete distribution of the sensors on Γ0. For that we split the

entire surface Γ0 onto nonintersecting elementary segments σ−i (i = 1, ..., N−)

with appropriate areas ∆σ−i . Assume that li =
√

∆σ−i � ri =| y− yi | (i =

1, ..., N−). Then, the first integral in (7) is approximated by a set with pressure

derivatives or particle velocities:

∫
Γ0

∂pc
∂n0 |Γ0

Gr(x|Γ0)dσ ≈
N−∑
i=1

∂pc
∂n0

(yi)Gr(x|yi)∆σ
−
i . (8)

In turn, the second integral in (7) is represented by a set with sound pressures:

∫
Γ0

∂Gr(x|Γ0)

∂n0 |Γ0

pc(Γ0)dσ ≈
N−∑
i=1

∂Gr(x|yi)

∂n0

pc(yi)∆σ
−
i . (9)

Next, introduce also a discrete distribution of controls on Γ covering the en-

tire surface Γ by nonintersecting elementary segments σi (i = 1, ..., N) with

appropriate areas ∆σi.
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Approximation of the right-hand side in (7) by (8) and (9) leads to the input

field on Γ for the controls:

p−c (xi) =
N−∑
j=1

∆σ−j (
∂pc
∂n0

(yj)G(xi|yj)− pc(xj)
∂G

∂n0

(xi|yj)),

where xi ∈ ∆σi (i = 1, ..., N), yj ∈ ∆σ−j (j = 1, ..., N−).

In turn, the control function G on Γ is approximated by a set of monopoles

and dipoles:

G(Γ) =
∂p−e
∂n

δ(Γ) +
∂p−e δ(Γ)

∂n
≈

N∑
i=1

[
∂p−c
∂n

(xi)δ(x− xi) + p−c (xi)
∂δ

∂n
(x− xi)

]
∆σi, (10)

where xi ∈ ∆σi (i = 1, ..., N), n is the outward normal to Γ.

Then, the nonlocal control is represented by:

G0 =
N∑
i=1

∆σi∗

N−∑
j=1

[
(Aij

∂pc
∂n0

+Bijpc)|yj
δ(x− xi) + (Cij

∂pc
∂n0

+Dijpc)|yj

∂δ

∂n0

(x− xi)

]
. (11)

Here, transfer matrices A, B, C and D, which have dimensions [N × N−],

depend only on the coordinates of the sensors and speakers, properties of the

surrounding medium and the geometry of domains bounded by G and G0.

With the knowledge of Green’s function, control (11) is fully determined by

the geometry of the problem. Otherwise, they can be measured or calculated

in advance. In the latter case, the method of difference potentials [3] along

with the boundary element method [28–30] can effectively be used.
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4 Results of ASC simulation

In this section, the results of numerical simulation are presented. The setup

of numerical simulation is composed of virtual primary sources, sensors and

secondary sources. The shielded domain D+ is a cube of length equal to 1

m which center coincides with the origin of the Cartesian coordinate system.

First, we consider point primary sources which are presented by monopoles.

An undesired sound source is located outside the protected domain at point

with coordinate (1.5 m, 1.5 m, 0 m). A desired sound source is situated at the

center of the protected domain. In addition, assume that external surface Γ0

forms a cube with the sides parallel to those of cube D+ with the same center.

Finally, we consider the case of a line noise source.

In the simulations, the average attenuation is calculated at N observation

points which are uniformly distributed in the protected region D+ :

As =
1

N

N∑
k=1

20 log10 |
p−

p−c
|, (12)

where p−c = pc − p+ corresponds to the noise if the control is on.

The noise attenuation obtained with the implementation of nonlocal controls

in the protected domain is discussed in the next section. A comparison between

the noise attenuation obtained with application of local and nonlocal controls

is also given there. Finally, the effect of some factors such as the Hausdorff

distance dH between the external surface Γ0 and boundary surface Γ, the

number of sensors Ns and controls Nc are studied.
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4.1 ASC with the implementation of nonlocal controls

First, consider the extreme case of a numerous number of controls to reach

the limit of the continuous control. Next, nonlocal controls, as many as 2304,

are evenly distributed on each side of boundary surface Γ. Thereby, 13824

nonlocal controls are implied in total on the perimeter. The same quantity of

sensors are supposed to be distributed on the external surface Γ0 to detect the

total field. Consider the frequency equal to 200 Hz. The Hausdorff distance

dH between the external surface Γ0 and boundary surface Γ is 0.2 m that

means dH/λ = 0.1.

In case the desired sound source is not present, the sound field is shown in

Figure 3a. With the implementation of the nonlocal control, the sound pressure

is efficiently attenuated inside the cubic domain shielded. Figure 3b indicates

the pressure contour lines in the protected domain. As shown, the noise is

equal to 600 pa (149 dB) outside while the sound pressure is close to 40 pa

(126 dB) inside the shielded domain. This means that almost complete noise

attenuation is achieved.

For the case of the desired sound present, the sound field with ASC is shown

in Figures 3c. Figure 3d shows the sound pressure along interval (-2.5, 2.5) if

y = z = 0. As can be seen, with the ASC the total pressure retains the same

outside the shielded domain while it coincides with the desired sound pressure

inside the shielded domain. In other words, the noise is almost completely

attenuated inside the shielded domain while the desired sound is preserved.

More numerical simulations are further considered to analyze the properties

of the algorithm.
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(a) Sound field (without desired sound) (b) Pressure contour lines

(c) Sound field (with desired sound) (d) Sound pressure with ASC

Fig. 3. Nonlocal potential-based ASC

4.2 Comparison of noise attenuation achieved with local and nonlocal controls

The noise attenuation achieved with the local and nonlocal controls are com-

pared for frequency up to 200 Hz. As noted above, in contrast to the local

control, the operation of each nonlocal control is based on the total field over

the entire boundary surface. First, assume that the total primary field is avail-

able for the control. Figure 4 demonstrates the distinction between the local

control implied with and without existence of a desired sound source. In this

test, 3 controls and 6 sensors are implied along each axis, respectively. The
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Hausdorff distance dH between the surfaces is equal to 0.2 m. The minimal

ratio between dH and the wave length λ considered is equal to 0.1. The noise

attenuation is obtained with a mesh consisting of 100 observation points evenly

spaced inside the cubic shielded domain.

Fig. 4. Noise attenuation achieved by local controls with primary field available

As shown in Figure 4, a good noise attenuation is achieved with local controls

if the desired source is not present. The average noise attenuation decreases

monotonically with the increase of the frequency. Next, consider the case when

desired sound is present. Even though the primary field is supposed to be

known, the noise attenuation is quite poor and varies nonmonotonically with

the growth of the frequency. It turns out that there is an effect of desired field

on local controls. The explanation of this effect is as follows. As mentioned

above, local controls depend on the total field at the vicinity of the boundary

surface. The error in the calculation of the potentials with density p+
Γ can be

interpreted as noise. In other words, the control generates own noise apart

form the noise attenuation. Thus, the presence of the desired sound results in
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deteriorations of the noise attenuation.

Fig. 5. Noise attenuation with local controls over pseudo-time steps n

In fact, the primary field is usually not available because the input data for

the controls are practically affected by the secondary field. Next, consider how

the control affects the input data if a desired sound exists. For that we analyze

consequent pseudo-time steps. Under a pseudo-time step we understand a loop:

input data - control - input data updated. Figure 5 shows the noise attenuation

obtained by local controls after each pseudo-time step. The noise attenuation

based on only the primary field coincides with that shown in the previous

figure. Figure 5 demonstrates that the noise attenuation deteriorates with the

number of pseudo-time steps from 1 to 3. The noise attenuation even falls

to negative values that means the noise is reinforced rather than attenuated

inside the shielded domain. This phenomenon is caused by the reverse effect

of controls.

The explanation of the reverse effect is the following. In the first pseudo time

14



step, the continuous local control would generate an anti-noise equal to −p−

inside the protected domain and a field equal to p+ outside [18]. Thus, it

doubles the desired sound outside the shielded domain. This field is added

to the input data for the second pseudo-time step. Then, the local control

generates a field equal to p+ again and triple the contribution of desired sound

outside the shielded domain at the second pseudo-time step, etc. On the one

hand, the exact projection applied to np+
Γ is equal to zero. On the other hand, a

discrete realization of the projection leads to extra noise which is proportional

to the input field.

Fig. 6. Noise attenuation achieved by nonlocal controls

Next, we consider the noise attenuation obtained with nonlocal controls. Fig-

ure 6 shows that a good enough noise attenuation is achieved with nonlocal

controls if the desired sound is not present. The noise attenuation obtained

with nonlocal controls is similar to that obtained with local controls.

As can be seen from Figure 6, even if the desired sound is present, the noise

attenuation with nonlocal control is practically the same as that without the
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desired sound. The noise attenuation drops monotonically with the growth of

frequency in contrast to the local control based on the primary field. This result

occurs because the contribution of desired sound as well as the noise caused

by the discrete control is removed from the acoustic filed via the calculation

of surface potentials on Γ0 where the density of sensors essentially exceeds the

density of controls on Γ.

Figure 7 demonstrates the noise attenuation obtained with nonlocal controls

over pseudo-time steps. The input data is updated on external surface Γ0

rather than boundary surface Γ. Figure 7 shows that the noise attenuation

retains the same with the increase of the number of pseudo time steps.

Fig. 7. Noise attenuation obtained by nonlocal controls over pseudo-time steps

4.3 Sensitivity analysis

The number of sensors and controls as well as the Hausdorff distance dH affect

the level of noise attenuation. Next, we carry out some numerical experiments
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to analyze the effect of these factors on the noise attenuation.

First, a sensitivity analysis is considered with respect to the density of sensors.

In this test, the number of controls along each axis Ncs is equal to 3. Thus,

there are 9 controls on each side of boundary surface Γ and 54 controls in

total on the perimeter. In turn, sensors are uniformly distributed on external

surface Γ0 such that the number of sensors along each axis Nss = 3, 4, 5, 6.

Fig. 8. Effect of the number of sensors Nss on noise attenuation

As shown in Figure 8, the noise attenuation obtained with 3 sensors along each

axis is poor. A good enough noise attenuation is not achieved either if Nss is

equal to 4 and 5. In these cases the noise attenuation varies nonmonotonically

with the increase of frequency. The reason of this is similar to that for the local

control with a desired sound. In turn, a reasonably good noise attenuation,

over 10 dB, is achieved with Nss equal to 6. Therefore, the ratio of Nss and

Ncs is recommended to be above 2 in this case. The low ratio of Nss and Ncs

leads an error in the calculation of surface potentials due to the discrete sets
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of sensors. Figure 9 demonstrates the minimal ratio of Nss and Ncs needed to

achieve the noise attenuation close to that obtained with the local control if

the primary field pΓ is known. With the growth of Ncs, less ratio of Nss and

Ncs close to 1.5, is required for the nonlocal control.

Fig. 9. The minimal ratio of Nss and Ncs required for the nonlocal control

Next, consider the effect of the number of controls on the ASC. In this case,

the sound frequency and Nss are equal to 200 Hz and 8, respectively. Several

sets of controls (Ncs = 2, 3, 4, 5) are implemented. First, Figure 10 represents

the sound pressure in domain D− and the pressure contour lines inside the

shielded domain D+. As shown in this figure, the absolute sound pressure is

close to 4 pa (106 dB) at the center of the shielded domain if Ncs = 4 (see

Figures 10a and 10b). The absolute sound pressure increases from 4 pa to 8

pa (112 dB) at the center of the protected domain if Ncs decreases from 4 to

2 (see Figures 10c and 10d). In addition, it is worth noting that the controls

become more individually distinguishable if Ncs is reduced from 4 to 2. Local

peaks around each secondary source occur.
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(a) Ncs = 4. Sound pressure (b) Ncs = 4. Pressure contour line

(c) Ncs = 2. Sound pressure (d) Ncs = 2. Pressure contour line

Fig. 10. Sound pressure with ASC (Ncs = 2, 4)

Then, presume that the total primary field is available for the control. Figures

11a and 11b demonstrate the noise attenuation obtained with several sets of

local controls with and without the presence of desired sound respectively. In

both cases the noise attenuation grows with the increase of the number of con-

trols. However, due to the contribution of desired sound, the noise attenuation

achieved by local controls without the desired sound is much better than that

obtained with the preservation of desired sound. The noise attenuation ob-

tained with and without the presence of desired sound are equal to 8 dB and

18 dB respectively at 40 Hz if Ncs is equal to 5. It is worth noting that there
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(a) Local controls (with p+) (b) Local controls (p+ = 0)

(c) Nonlocal controls (with p+) (d) Nonlocal controls (p+ = 0)

Fig. 11. Effect of the number of controls Ncs on noise attenuation with the input

data based on the primary field

is a negative noise attenuation if Ncs is reduced to 2 while the desired sound

is present. This means the noise is even amplified rather than attenuated by

ASC in this case. Thus, the effect of desired sound on controls becomes more

obvious with the decrease of the number of controls Ncs. This is an expected

result since the deterioration in the noise attenuation is related to a discrete

realization of the projection.

Figures 11c and 11d demonstrate the noise attenuation achieved with nonlocal
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controls with and without the presence of desired sound source. As can be seen,

a good enough level of noise attenuation can be retained while the desired

sound is present.

Finally, we consider the effect of the Hausdorff distance dH between surfaces

Γ and Γ0 on the noise attenuation obtained with nonlocal controls. Figure

12 demonstrates the relationship between the Hausdorff distance dH and the

noise attenuation. In this test, the number of controls Ncs and sensors Nss is

assumed to be 3 and 6, respectively. The results show that a significant noise

attenuation is achieved if dH is greater than 0.2 m. However, the achieved noise

attenuation is not satisfactory if the Hausdorff distance dH is equal to 0.15 m.

Thus, the minimal ratio between dH and the wave length λ to be attenuated

is equal to 0.06. For example, a negative noise attenuation of about -5 dB

is achieved at 50 Hz if dH decreases to 0.1 m. This is because the nonlocal

controls operate locally if the external surface Γ0 is too close to the boundary

Γ. As can be seen in Figure 10, there is a clear local effect of each control

source.
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Fig. 12. Effect of Hausdorff distance dH on noise attenuation

4.4 A line noise source

Consider now the case of undesired sound generated by a finite length line

source. It is supposed to be situated parallel to axis y with the centre at point

with coordinate (30 m, 30 m, 0 m). The length of the line source l is equal to

3 m. The desired sound source is identical to that considered at the previous

test cases. The number of controls Ncs and the Hausdorff distance dH between

surfaces are equal to 4 and 0.2 m respectively. The frequency is equal to 100

Hz. Based on the sensitivity analysis, the minimal ratio of Nss and Ncs is 1.75

while Ncs is equal to 4. Thus, 7 sensors are uniformly implemented along each

axis.

Under far-field conditions the sound pressure generated by a finite length line

source is given by [31] :
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p(x, y, z) =
sin (kl

2
sin θ)

kl
2

sin θ

jwρQe−jkr

4πr
(13)

where w is the angular frequency of the wave; ρ, the density of the medium;

Q, the volume velocity; r, the distance to the source from a receiver, and θ

is the angle between the normal to the source (1, 0, 0) and direction to the

receiver.

Fig. 13. Pressure contour lines (finite length line source)

The sound pressure generated by the finite length line source is attenuated

with the nonlocal ASC. In case the desired sound source is not present, the

pressure contour lines inside the protected domain is shown in Figure 13. As

shown, the noise is equal to 600 pa (149 dB) outside the shielded domain while

the sound pressure is close to 40 pa (126 dB) at the center of the cube.

Next, we consider the noise attenuation obtained with the growth of frequency

with and without desired sound. As can be seen from Figure 14a, in case the
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desired sound is present, the noise attenuation with nonlocal control is prac-

tically the same as that without the desired sound. Figure 14b demonstrates

the noise attenuation obtained with nonlocal controls over pseudo-time steps.

Figure 14b shows that the noise attenuation retains almost the same with the

increase of the number of pseudo time steps. Thus, as can be expected, prac-

tically the same conclusions obtained for a point noise source are applicable

to an an extended source.

(a) Noise attenuation
(b) Noise attenuation over pseudo-time

steps

Fig. 14. Nonlocal potential-based ASC (finite length line source)

5 Conclusion

It has been shown that the nonlocal potential-based method of ASC can effi-

ciently attenuate noise while preserving desired sound. The input data for the

controls correspond to the real-time regime when both primary and secondary

sources make the contribution. It has been demonstrated for the first time that

even if the total primary field is known at the perimeter of the domain to be

shielded, a poor noise attenuation can be achieved by local controls in case
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when the desired sound is present and a small number of controls operate.

Moreover, a steady noise attenuation becomes impossible with the local con-

trol if the reverse effect of control on the input data is to be counted. As has

been demonstrated, the nonlocal potential-based ASC is capable of attenuat-

ing incoming noise with the presence of a desired sound component even with

a relatively small number of sensors and controls. It is demonstrated that in

the general case the density of sensors is more important for the noise atten-

uation than the density of the controls. In addition, it has been shown that

the surface of the sensors should not be situated too close to the surface with

the controls. In the future work, the location of sensors and actuators should

be optimized not only to increase the level of noise attenuation but also to

improve the controllability and observability of the system.
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